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A stable core–shell volleyball-like structure of B12@Li20Al12 has been proposed using first-principles

calculations. This structure with Th symmetry is constructed with a core structure of Ih-B12 and

a volleyball-like shell of Li20Al12. Frequency analysis and molecular dynamics simulations demonstrate

the exceptional stability of B12@Li20Al12. The chemical bonding analysis for B12@Li20Al12 is also conducted

to confirm its stability and 46 multi-center two-electron s bonds are observed, which are widely

distributed throughout the core–shell structure. For the hydrogen storage capacity of the B12@Li20Al12,

our calculated results indicate that about 58 H2 molecules can be absorbed at most, leading to

a gravimetric density of 16.4 wt%. The exceptionally stable core–shell volleyball-like B12@Li20Al12
combined with its high hydrogen storage capacity indicates that it can be one of the outstanding

hydrogen storage materials of the future.
Introduction

Since the experimental observation of C60,1 more and more
attention has been paid to research of novel cage-like struc-
tures, including the Met-Cars,2–4 hollow gold cages,5–9 hollow
boron cages,10–17 hollow silicon cages with transition metals
embedded18–21 and so on. Recently, a volleyball-shape cage-like
structure with an extremely high stability of Sc20C60, called
“volleyballene”, was proposed.22 Soon aer, another two new
volleyballenes of Y20C60 and La20C60 were also reported.23 The
theoretical prediction of volleyballenes, on the one hand,
enriches the cage-like structure library, and on the other hand,
opens a new gate to construct other stable volleyball-shape
structures.

Among all these cage-like structures, hollow boron cages
have drawn our attention due to their unique electronic struc-
ture (multi-center two-electron bonds) and widespread poten-
tial applications in many elds. Up to now, a large variety of
boron cages, like B28,10 B38,11 B39

�,12 B40
� (ref. 13) and B80,14–16

has been theoretical identied. For the B80 structure, it has been
proved that core–shell structure (Ih-B12 containing structure of
B12@B68)16 has higher stability than the buckyball-like14 and
volleyball-like15 structures. Besides, some other Ih-B12 contain-
ing structures of B84 and B98–B102 are also predicted to have
high stability.17 For the icosahedral B12, many early literatures
have proved that most of the boron allotropes are mainly taking
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it as a building block. These boron allotropes, accompanied
with the B-rich compounds composed by the icosahedral B12,
are oen called boron-icosahedral cluster solids (B-ICSs).24 Up
to now, many B-ICSs have been proposed, such as boron nitride
nanostructures,25 B12X2 (X ¼ As, P, O)26–28 and boron carbide.29

These results indicate that Ih-B12 structure is one of promising
building blocks to construct varieties of boron-based structures.

Nowadays, with the increasing energy shortage and envi-
ronmental problems, searching for an alternate energy has
become more and more emergent. Hydrogen is one of the
promising candidates due to its wide distribution, renewables
and environmental protection. However, how to storage
hydrogen effectively is still an open problem. Compared with
the hydrogen storage technologies of high pressure tank and
liquid state storage, which are limited by the large size and
weight of the tank and the high cost for liquefaction, the solid
state storage has become a popular technology which can
storage hydrogen by providing storage mediums and release it
without changing the structure of mediums. A large amount of
work has proved that carbon nanostructures (including carbon
fullerenes, carbon nanotubes and graphyne), which decorated
by the alkali metal atoms,30–34 alkaline-earth metal atoms35–38

and transition-metal atoms,39–44 can be the promising hydrogen
storage mediums. Similarly, boron nanostructures decorated by
the metal atoms can also be applied in hydrogen storage. For
example, researches have shown that B80 fullerene decorated by
the metal atoms, forming B80M12 (M ¼ Na, K),45 B80Ca12,46

B80Sc12 (ref. 47) and B80Mg12,48 can be applied in hydrogen
storage. More recently, two types of Ih-B12 containing structures
of B12@Mg20B12 (ref. 49) and B12@Mg20Al12 (ref. 50) with high
hydrogen storage capacities have been proposed. The wide-
spread Ih-B12 structures and the superior hydrogen storage
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 8303–8308 | 8303
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Fig. 1 The optimized core–shell volleyball-like B12@Li20Al12 structure
viewed from the structure line of the volleyball (a) and the top of the
Al2Li8 subunit (b). The highlighted region represents one of the Al2Li8
subunits and six Al2Li8 subunits form the shell structure of Li20Al12.
(Large ball: Li atom; small ball: Al atom; inside ball: B atom).
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performance of boron nanostructures functionalized by the
metal atoms motivate us to investigate more metals-decorated
Ih-B12 structures and their hydrogen storage capacities.

In this paper, considering the wide existence of the Ih-B12

structure in boron-based structure and the exceptional stability
of volleyballenes, we constructed a new stable core–shell
volleyball-like B12@Li20Al12 structure. Different from the pen-
takis dodecahedron of B12@Mg20B12 and B12@Mg20Al12, the
B12@Li20Al12 with Th symmetry has a volleyball-like shape,
which is similar with the Sc20C60 volleyballene. We further
investigated its stability by vibrational frequency analysis and
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Besides, the chemical
bond, which determines the structures and dynamics of mole-
cules, was also explored by chemical bonding analysis to eval-
uate the stability of the B12@Li20Al12. The interaction between
H2 molecules and the B12@Li20Al12 was also investigated to
measure the hydrogen storage capacity of B12@Li20Al12.

Calculation details

In our calculations, the exchange–correlation potential was
described by the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof version (PBE) of the
general gradient approximation (GGA).51 The double-numerical
basis plus polarized functions (DNP)52 was chosen without spin
restrictions. The geometric optimizations were performed with
unrestricted symmetry. The core electrons treatment was all-
electron. For the MD simulations, we chose the NVE ensemble
(NVE: number of particles N, volume V and energy E are
constant) to carry out and the total time was 5.0 ps with a time
step of 1.0 fs. As for the adsorption of hydrogen molecules on
the core–shell B12@Li20Al12, it is necessary to take the van der
Waals (vdW) interactions, which are crucial for the formation,
stability and function of molecules, into account. Here, we
chose hybrid semi empirical dispersion-correction approach of
Tkatchenko and Scheffler (TS) scheme53 to describe the vdW
interactions. In order to measure the effects of temperature on
the hydrogen desorption, we also conducted the MD simula-
tions for the B12@Li20Al12 with H2 absorbed using the NVT
ensemble (NVT: number of particles N, volume V and temper-
ature T are constant). The total time was 0.5 ps and the time step
was 0.1 fs. The chemical bonding analysis via adaptive natural
density partitioning (AdNDP) method54 and localized orbital
locator (LOL) were carried out in Gaussian 09 package.55

Results and discussions

The core–shell volleyball-like B12@Li20Al12 structure was con-
structed based on the icosahedral Ih-B12 structure. As for the
shell structure, it consisted of six Al2Li8 structures, forming the
shape of a volleyball. Aer energy minimization, we got the
stable core–shell volleyball-like B12@Li20Al12 structure, as
shown in Fig. 1. Taking further consideration into the rela-
tionship between core structure and shell structure, it can be
found that 12 Al atoms are located above the center of 12
triangular faces of B12 icosahedron, every Al atom connects with
three B atoms in B3 triangle. For the 20 Li atoms, there are two
different positions: eight top locations above the center of the
8304 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 8303–8308
rest triangular faces of B12 icosahedron (LiI), every LiI atom
connects with three B atoms in B3 triangle just like Al atom, and
twelve top locations above the B atoms of the B12 icosahedron
(LiII), every LiII atom connects with one B atom. As for connec-
tions between Li and Al atoms, they can be classied as two
types as shown in Fig. S1.† Besides, the detail construction
process of the core–shell volleyball-like B12@Li20Al12 is also
given in Fig. S1, Tables S1 and S2† also list the average distances
of all type of connections and the charge partitioning of the
core–shell volleyball-like B12@Li20Al12.

To explore the relative stability of the core–shell
B12@Li20Al12, we adjusted three different positions of the core
B12 icosahedron inside the Li20Al12; besides, we select some low-
energy isomers during the MD simulations. Aer energy mini-
mization, all the structures revert to core–shell volleyball-like
B12@Li20Al12 we proposed, as shown in Fig. S2,† indicating
that the core–shell volleyball-like B12@Li20Al12 is an energy
minimum within the scope of our research.

Considering the similarity between the B12@Li20Al12 and the
B80M12 (M ¼ Li, Na, Mg, K, Ca and Sc), the relative stability of
them are compared by calculating the average adsorption
energy of per metal atom (Eb) and corresponding results are
listed in Table S3.† The higher value of Eb, the stronger inter-
action betweenmetal atoms and B atoms. The calculated results
indicate that the Eb of B12@Li20Al12 is up to 2.78 eV, higher than
the Eb of B80M12 (M ¼ Li, Na, Mg, K and Ca), except for the
extremely high value of Eb (4.06 eV) for B80Sc12. These results
indicate that metal atoms have stronger connection with B
atoms in B12@Li20Al12.

Vibrational frequency analysis is conducted to check the kinetic
stability of the core–shell volleyball-like B12@Li20Al12. The
frequency range is between 89.9 cm�1 and 583.1 cm�1 and no
imaginary frequencies are found, indicating that this core–shell
structure has good kinetic stabilities. Besides, we also list several
vibrational frequency modes as shown in Fig. S3,† which can be
used to evaluate the distribution of vibration of different atoms at
different frequencies. We further simulated the Raman spectrum
of the core–shell volleyball-like B12@Li20Al12 and list several peaks,
as shown in Fig. 2. This may provide a theoretical basis for future
experimental synthesis and observation.

The thermodynamic stability of core–shell volleyball-like
B12@Li20Al12 was further checked by ab initio NVE MD simula-
tions. The initial temperatures were set to be 1600 K, 1800 K,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 2 Simulated Raman spectrum for the core–shell volleyball-like
B12@Li20Al12. The assumed temperature and incident light are 300 K
and 488.00 nm, respectively.

Fig. 4 Partial density of states (PDOS) for the core–shell volleyball-like
B12@Li20Al12. The positive and negative DOSs represent spin up and
down, the magenta lines and blue lines represent s electrons and p
electrons respectively. Some selected frontier orbitals corresponding
to related orbital energy levels are also listed, with isosurface of 0.01 e
Å�3.
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2000 K and 2200 K, corresponding to the effective temperatures
of 785 K, 876 K, 930 K and 993 K, respectively, as shown in
Fig. S4.† It can be inferred that the core–shell volleyball-like
B12@Li20Al12 conguration can be well-kept during the simu-
lations at 2000 K, corresponding to the effective temperature of
930 K. When the initial temperature increases, such as 2200 K,
corresponding to the effective temperature of 993 K, the struc-
ture collapses and part of the inner B atoms appears in the shell
structure.

The deformation electron density (Fig. 3) and partial density
of states (PDOS) (Fig. 4) were carried out to investigate the
electronic structure of core–shell volleyball-like B12@Li20Al12.
The deformation electron density, which can be described as
the difference between total cluster electron density and the
electron density of isolated atoms, can be of great help in
indicating the bonds formation. To be specic, the charge
depletes on both Al and Li atoms; while the charge gathers into
two rings on each Al2Li8 subunit rather than the bond position
between two bonding atoms, indicating that there may be
multi-center two-electron bonds. Further AdNDP analysis
conrm that all the s bonds found in B12@Li20Al12 are multi-
center two-electron bonds. As for the PDOS curve accompa-
nied with some selected frontier molecular orbitals, it is found
that the prole of HOMO orbital represents the characters of s–
p hybridization, which is also coincident with the PDOS curve.
Fig. 3 Deformation electron density viewed from the structure line of
the volleyball (a) and the top of the Al2Li8 subunit (b) for the core–shell
volleyball-like B12@Li20Al12. Specifically, the blue and yellow parts
present the charge accumulation and depletion respectively and the
isosurface is set to be 0.01 e Å�3.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
The LUMO orbital is mainly composed of the 2p electrons from
the Al atoms in the shell. Besides, both HOMO�8 and LUMO+5
orbitals represent the characters of s–p hybridization, which
can also be proved by the PDOS curve.

The chemical bonding analysis for core–shell volleyball-like
B12@Li20Al12 by AdNDP method is shown in Fig. 5. There are
92 valence electrons in total, forming 46 multi-center two-
electron s bonds. Of all the multi-center two-electron s

bonds, 20 three-center two-electron (3c-2e) s bonds are
observed on the icosahedral B12; 6 six-center two-electron (6c-
2e) s bonds are observed among two inner B atoms, two outer
Al atoms and two outer LiII atoms; 12 seven-center two-electron
(7c-2e) s bonds are observed among one inner B atom, one
outer Al atom and ve outer Li atoms (two LiI atoms and three
LiII atoms); 8 ten-center two-electron (10c-2e) s bonds are
observed among three inner B atoms, three outer Al atom and
four outer Li atoms (every 10c-2e s bond located on the region
centered on LiI atom with surrounding three LiII atoms, three Al
Fig. 5 Results of the chemical bonding characters by AdNDPmethods
for the core–shell volleyball-like B12@Li20Al12. Of all 46 multi-center
two-electron s bonds, 20 three-center two-electron (3c-2e) s bonds
are observed on the core structure of icosahedral B12, 6 six-center
two-electron (6c-2e) s bonds are observed among 2B–2Li–2Al, 12
seven-center two-electron (7c-2e) s bonds are observed among B–
5Li–Al, 8 ten-center two-electron (10c-2e) s bonds are observed
among 3B–4Li–3Al. Their occupied numbers are also listed.

RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 8303–8308 | 8305



Fig. 6 The statistical results of the distribution of different atoms to
the core–shell volleyball-like B12@Li20Al12 center. Specifically, the
orange, magenta, violet and olive lines represent the number density
of B atoms, Al atoms, Li atoms and H atoms, respectively. Besides, the
distribution of the total number of H2 molecules is also shown by the
blue symbol line.
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atoms and three inner B atoms). The fully covered s bonds of
the B12@Li20Al12, which are also coincident with the characters
of the localized orbital locator (LOL) as shown in Fig. S5,† are
the powerful illustration of structural stability.

Before evaluating the hydrogen storage properties of the
B12@Li20Al12, we research its stability under ambient condi-
tions. For this purpose, we analysis the electron localization
function (ELF) of B12@Li20Al12 as shown in Fig. S5.† It can be
concluded that electrons gather on both Li atoms and inner B
atoms, indicating Li atoms have strong connection with B
atoms. Besides, we also investigated the oxygen absorption of
B12@Li20Al12. The results indicate that O atom tends to be
absorbed at the bridge position between LiI and Al and connects
with three Li atoms and one Al atom with an average adsorption
energy of 1.10 eV. Aer O atom absorbed, the conguration of
the B12@Li20Al12 does not change, indicating O atom has little
inuence on the structure of B12@Li20Al12, which can be proof
of its stability under ambient conditions.

The interaction between the core–shell volleyball-like
B12@Li20Al12 and hydrogen molecules was investigated to
explore the potential application in hydrogen storage. Several
possible absorbed locations of H2 molecule are given in
Fig. S6,† corresponding distance of H2 to the nearest metal
atoms (dH–M), adsorption energies (Ead) and the desorption
temperature (Td) of H2 molecule on the eleven specic adsorp-
tion locations are also listed in Table S4.† Here, the Ead was
dened as Ead ¼ E[B12@Li20Al12(H2)] � E(B12@Li20Al12) � E(H2)
and the Td was calculated using Td ¼ (Ead/kB)(DS/R � ln P)�1

(Van't Hoff equation), where the Ead ¼ adsorption energy, kB ¼
Boltzmann constant, P¼ pressure (1 atm), R¼ gas constant and
DS is the change in H2 entropy from gas to liquid phase. It is
found that all absolute values of adsorption energies of absor-
bed H2 molecule on the eleven specic adsorbed locations lie in
the range of 0.10–0.60 eV, which is exible for hydrogen mole-
cules to be absorbed and released. Especially, the adsorption
energy of absorbed H2molecule on T1 adsorbed location is up to
�0.32 eV, corresponding to a desorption temperature of 408 K.
Further analysis indicates that the existence of chemical bond
between H2 molecule and LiII atom is the main contributor to
high adsorption energy. The wide distribution of adsorbed
locations suggests that the B12@Li20Al12 may be the potential
hydrogen storage material.

To further explore the chemical bonding properties between
H2 molecules and LiII atoms, we evenly added 12 H2 molecules
on the top positions of 12 LiII atoms, and calculated deforma-
tion electron density of the B12@Li20Al12–12H2 as shown in
Fig. S7.† Besides, partial density of states (PDOS) of H atoms in
12 isolated H2 molecules, H atoms in B12@Li20Al12–12H2, Al (Li)
atoms in B12@Li20Al12 and Al (Li) atoms in B12@Li20Al12–12H2

were also calculated and shown in Fig. S8.† From the defor-
mation electron density, we can clearly observe that there are
charge transfer from LiII atoms to the H2 molecules. The charge
analysis indicates that every H atom gets 0.04 e on average. As
for the PDOS curve, we can conclude from Fig. S8(a) and (b)†
that the PDOS of H atoms in B12@Li20Al12–12H2 almost retains
the same shape as that of 12 isolated H2 even though being
pushed to lower energy states. Besides, we also observed a tiny
8306 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 8303–8308
peak near Fermi level for the PDOS of H atoms in B12@Li20Al12–
12H2, which further indicates that H atoms get electrons. The
PDOS of Al atoms is basically unchanged aer H2 molecules
absorbed, just as shown in Fig. S8(c) and (d),† indicating that
there are no interactions between Al and H atoms. For Li atoms,
at Fermi level, the PDOS of s electrons decreases to zero and the
PDOS of p electrons also decreases aer H2molecules absorbed.
All the results are highly consistent with the results of charge
analysis.

In order to further evaluate the hydrogen storage capacity of
the core–shell volleyball-like B12@Li20Al12, 250 H2 molecules
were placed around the structure. Subsequently, we counted the
distances of different atoms to the cluster center and got the
results as shown in Fig. 6 and 7. It can be clearly observed in
Fig. 6 that H2 molecules start to occupy the outer space at the
distance of about 6.04�A to the cluster center, corresponding to
the distance of about 2.0 �A to the surface LiII atoms, which is
also consistent with chemical bond length (about 1.95 �A)
between H2 molecule and LiII atom. The rst layer of absorbed
H2 molecules ends at the distance of about 6.24�A to the cluster
center with 12 H2 molecules absorbed by 12 LiII atoms via
forming chemical bonds, leading to a gravimetric density of
3.9 wt%. The average adsorption energy of per H2 for the rst
layer of absorbed H2 molecules is about �0.30 eV. Based on the
Van't Hoff equation, the desorption temperature for the rst
layer of absorbed H2 molecules is 402 K. The second layer of
absorbed H2 molecules is mainly distributed between 6.80 �A
and 7.14 �A to the cluster center, about 0.83 �A to the rst layer.
The distance between the rst and second layer of absorbed H2

molecules is much shorter than the balance distance of two free
H2 molecules (about 2.70 �A), indicating that the absorption of
the second layer of H2 molecules is mainly from the
B12@Li20Al12, rather than the rst layer of absorbed H2 mole-
cules. Aer the second layer of H2 molecules being absorbed,
there are about 58 absorbed H2 molecules in total, with
a gravimetric density of 16.4 wt%. The average adsorption
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 7 Average adsorption energy of per H2 (Ead) and the distances of
H2 to the cluster center (d) for the core–shell volleyball-like
B12@Li20Al12 with 250 H2 absorbed (Ead ¼ {E[B12@Li20Al12(H2)n

6.0�d] �
E(B12@Li20Al12)� n� E(H2)}/n). Here, we estimate the farthest distance
of absorbed H2 molecules to the cluster center, about 7.14 �A. The H2

molecules whose distance to the cluster center lower than 7.14�A can
be considered as the absorbed H2 molecules by the B12@Li20Al12.
Corresponding average binding energy of per H2 and the total number
of H2 molecules are also marked.
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energy of per H2 is �0.19 eV, whose absolute value lies within
the range of 0.1–0.6 eV; the desorption temperature is 242 K
calculated by the Van't Hoff equation. As for the third layer of
absorbed H2 molecules, it is mainly distributed between 9.44�A
and 10.06�A to the cluster center, about 2.78�A (close to the 2.70
�A) to the second layer of absorbed H2 molecules, which means
that the absorbed H2 molecules, not the cluster, absorb the
third layer of H2 molecules. Thus, about 58 H2 molecules can be
absorbed around the B12@Li20Al12 with a hydrogen uptake of
16.4 wt% and an average adsorption energy of per H2 of
�0.19 eV, corresponding to a desorption temperature of 242 K.

Aer 58 H2 absorbed by the B12@Li20Al12, it is natural to
investigate the mechanism of H2 desorption. To this end, we
conducted the MD simulations of the B12@Li20Al12 with both 58
H2 and 12 H2 absorbed. We further counted the distances of the
H2 molecules to the cluster center and the results are shown in
Fig. S9.† The H2 molecules, whose distances to the cluster
center are shorter than 7.14 �A, can be considered as being
absorbed by the B12@Li20Al12. Based on the statistical results,
there are about 25 H2 molecules absorbed by the B12@Li20Al12
at the temperature of 300 K, leading to a gravimetric density of
7.8 wt%. As the temperature increases, such as 400 K and 500 K
as shown in Fig. S9(a),† more and more H2 molecules can be
released and there are only 9 H2 molecules being absorbed at
the temperature of 600 K. In addition, we also investigated the
desorption of the absorbed H2 molecules in the rst layer. The
12 H2 molecules, which are absorbed by the B12@Li20Al12 via
forming chemical bonds with LiII atoms, can also be released by
heating. The results of MD simulations indicate that about 8 H2

molecules can be still absorbed at the temperature of 300 K,
while only about 3 H2 molecules can be absorbed at the
temperature of 600 K a shown in Fig. S9(b).†
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
Conclusions

In summary, we constructed a new stable core–shell volleyball-
like B12@Li20Al12 structure using the DFT calculations. The
structure, which can be regarded as an icosahedron B12 covered
by a volleyball-like shell structure of Li20Al12, has a high
symmetry of Th. Calculation results demonstrate that the
B12@Li20Al12 has good kinetic stability and can maintain its
original structure at the effective temperature of 930 K. The
chemical bonding analysis of the B12@Li20Al12 shows that the
multi-center two-electron s bonds exist all over the structure,
which is of great importance for structural stability. The anal-
ysis in the hydrogen storage of the B12@Li20Al12 indicates that
about 58 H2 can be absorbed by this structure with a gravimetric
of 16.4 wt%, corresponding to an average adsorption energy of
per H2 of �0.19 eV, which is exible for hydrogen molecules to
be absorbed and released. All these outstanding results suggest
that the new stable core–shell volleyball-like B12@Li20Al12
structure may have potential application in hydrogen storage.
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